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WELCOME TO OUR TEAM
She has worked in the industry as a PQS for 5 years, with pre- and post-
contract experience on JCT projects of various sizes within the residential,
commercial, hospitality and leisure sectors across Brighton, Windsor and
London. She is currently undertaking her final year of an MSc in
Construction Law and Dispute Resolution at King’s College and endeavors
to complete her RICS Chartership upon its completion.

Base Quantum – Quality in Quantity

Procurement Cost-Planning

Hannah’s expertise includes:

Post-ContractQuantity surveying

Hannah has recently joined our team in Aldwych, London.
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Hannah
comments:

After 5 years with my previous employer, I found myself
ready for a new challenge. I decided to join Base not just
because of its excellent reputation within the quantity
surveying and forensic expert witness fields, but also
because it offers a wide range of experience, coupled
with an excellent training programme, to enable staff to
both develop their existing skills and learn new ones.
Base offers the training, development and variety
required to become a great quantity surveyor and the
opportunity to get involved with the forensic expert
witness side of the business. I look forward to getting
stuck into everything Base has to offer.



WELCOME TO OUR TEAM

He is an experienced quantity surveyor, with over 10 years in the construction
industry and extensive experience in water, rail and power. Throughout his career,
he has gained insight into successful commercial and contract management
whilst working for clients and contractors and has managed civils and M&E
projects from inception through to final account. He also has experience in
dispute resolution and is a Member of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators.

Base Quantum – Quality in Quantity

Commercial Analysis Cost-Planning

William’s expertise includes:

Subcontract ManagementQuantity surveying

William has recently joined our team in Aldwych, London.
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William
comments:

Base Quantum is a dynamic, forward-thinking company
who take immense pride in the quality of their work and
the professional development of their staff. This was
apparent to me following my initial introduction to the
business and I am thankful for the opportunity to join the
team. This is an exciting opportunity to build on the
knowledge and skillset I have gained in the construction
industry over the past 10 years, with a focus moving
forward on expert witness work and dispute resolution. I
look forward to developing my skills and contributing to a
team at the forefront of their industry.
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